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AFRICA
Rwanda: Join in praising God that another nurse will be hired for the neonatal team at
Kibogora Hospital. This will make it possible for two nurses to be on duty at night to care
for the usual 15 to 30 babies in the unit. Pray training goes well for the new nurse. Also
give praise that a second doctor has been assigned to neonatal, meaning weekends and
holidays will be covered by a doctor with some neonatal training.

ASIA
Philippines: Pray for churches, pastors and congregations in the Philippines, specifically
for their spiritual, mental and physical well-being.

EUROPE
Hungary: Pray for those who attended the community Christmas program at the
Ministry Center as they continue to reflect on the good news they heard and how their
lives can be changed.

MIDDLE EAST/NORTH AFRICA
IMPACT MIDDLE EAST
People are hungry for the Word of God, reports one pastor. He sees new families
coming to services regularly. Pray that community threats against those families who
attend the FM church will not deter seekers from attending.

MISSIONS FAMILY
Remember to pray for your missionary family serving around the globe who may be far
from family during this holiday season.

BIBLE FOR EVERY BELIEVER
#GivingTuesday raised $2,654.76 for the Bible for Every Believer fund! And because
ShareWord Global is matching what was raised, 1,062 Bibles will be purchased to be
distributed to new believers. Praise God! Pray God's written Word grows and produces
fruit in the heart of each person who receives a Bible.
It's not too late! For just $5 you can provide a Bible for a new believer.

AND ... ShareWord Global (http://sharewordglobal.com/)
will match every dollar you give through December 31.
So your gift of $5 for one Bible will be increased to $10
to purchase Bibles for two believers!

Give now to have the impact of your gift doubled.
Let's raise enough for 2,000 Bibles.
(India alone has nearly 5,000 new believers each year.)

INTERNATIONAL CHILD CARE MINISTRIES
Praise the Lord for the generous individuals who have given gifts to ICCM from the
Giving Guide, and especially those providing help to Haiti with water filters, meals
through the Haiti Food Fund and support for Haiti Relief. Gifts through Haiti Relief will
provide long term help to schools for repairs, rebuilding and resupplying materials
destroyed or lost in Hurricane Matthew.
Learn more about ICCM

SEED LIVELIHOOD
As we celebrate the birth of Jesus, anticipate the new year, and enter into the spirit of
seeking and giving as embodied in the story of the Magi (celebrated on Epiphany
January 6), pray that livelihood group members would experience the peace of Christ,
the guidance of the Holy Spirit and the goodness of God.
Learn more about SEED

VISA MINISTRIES
Pray for those ministering on VISA assignments this week.
Learn more about VISA

